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We report on the structures of six proposed global minima �GMs� of M13 clusters �M =Ta, W, Re, Os, Ir, and
Pt� and 62 isomers that are within roughly 1 eV of the GM. The GM and isomers were obtained after several
global optimization runs using a first-principles �Perdew-Burke-Enzerhof exchange-correlation� method to
evaluate the energy. The GM and lowest-energy isomers can be described qualitatively as amorphous and
compact for Ta, W, and Pt; quasicrystalline for Re; and cubic-prismatic for Os and Ir. The icosahedron is more
than 1 eV above the GM in all cases, except 0.56 eV for Ta13. The ground-state electronic configuration of the
atoms is essential to understand structural trends in the clusters. Elements with a nearly closed-shell ground-
state atom �W and Pt� produce many more low-energy cluster isomers than elements with partially filled d
shells, and those isomers are generally compact and amorphous. Partially filled d shells in Os and Ir lead to
strong directional bonding and many 90° angles between nearest neighbors. The predicted spin multiplicity of
the GM is 2 �Ta13�, 1 �W13�, 6 �Re13�, 5 �Os13�, 4 �Ir13�, and 3 �Pt13�, and the spin multiplicity of all isomers
within 0.5 eV of the GM is within �2 of these values and is smaller than 6.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transition-metal �TM� clusters have been the subject of
many theoretical �1–17� and experimental �18–23� studies
because of their role in catalysis and other fields of nanotech-
nology �24�, and also because of fundamental questions aris-
ing from differences between clusters and bulk solids.
Knowledge of the geometric structure of these clusters is
crucial to understand their physical and chemical properties.
But it is quite difficult to determine the structure of small
clusters experimentally. Various levels of theory have been
used to try predicting the structure of TM clusters. Empirical
potentials are not always reliable for structure prediction be-
cause they typically neglect the directional nature of d-d in-
teractions and quantum effects such as those arising from
spin magnetism, orbital symmetry, and electronic shell clos-
ings. Structure prediction is also very challenging for
ab initio methods because of the partly filled d shells and
strong electron correlation. In this study, we performed struc-
tural global optimizations for six 13-atom 5d TM clusters
�from Ta13 to Pt13� using density-functional theory �DFT�
�25� with the Perdew-Burke-Enzerhof �PBE� �26� exchange-
correlation functional. We then analyzed the DFT results in
terms of basic ideas in an effort to simplify the many, and
often complex, geometric structures and their relative ener-
gies �REs�.

Simple ideas lead to general predictions about cluster
structure. One such idea is that, in small clusters, the surface
energy is large relative to the total energy. Therefore, one
expects a strong tendency toward cluster structures that mini-
mize surface area. This principle seems to apply to some
13-atom metal clusters �Li �27�, Y �28�, Sc �7�, Pd �29�, and
Al �30��, rare-gas clusters �31�, and clusters described by
empirical potentials such as the embedded atom method
�32–34�, glue model �35�, and Sutton-Chen potential �36�.
Another idea is that there is a strain energy associated with
having unequal nearest-neighbor distances, therefore, a ten-
dency to favor structures with a sharp first peak in the pair
distribution function �37,38�. For large clusters, at least, one

expects that these two structural principles are important and
should give qualitatively correct predictions. For example,
one predicts that structures should evolve with size from
polytetrahedral �minimizing surface area� to fcc or hcp
�minimizing strain�. We wanted to check the validity of these
principles for very small 13-atom 5d TM clusters by looking
in detail at computed structures of the global minimum �GM�
and low-lying isomers. As we will see, 5d metals have a
tendency for directional bonding and 90° angles, and this
stabilizes a wide variety of 13-atom structures that have large
surface area.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

There are two essential aspects to our calculations: the
way we calculate the energy for a given configuration of
nuclei �by DFT� and the way we search the potential-energy
surface �PES� for the lowest minima �global optimization�.

A. DFT method

We use the PBE exchange-correlation functional imple-
mented in the Vienna ab-initio simulation package �VASP�
�39,40�. Plane-wave basis set and projector augmented wave
�PAW� method �41,42� were used. Because the spin multi-
plicity of the transition-metal clusters is unknown, we re-
quired a full relaxation for all energy calculations. We used
the smearing method of Methfessel-Paxton of order 1 �43�
with a width ranging from 0.05 to 0.08 eV. Only the gamma
point in the Brillouin zone was sampled. The box size is an
important parameter: if the box is too large calculations are
very costly, but if it is too small the accuracy is affected.
After many tests, we chose a cubic box with a size of
roughly 15 Å �more than twice a typical diameter for our
clusters� for fixed geometry calculations. For calculation of
forces, and local geometry optimizations, the box size was
set to 18 Å, and higher numerical accuracy was specified
with these VASP keywords: PREC=high, EDIFF=10−7, and
EDIFFG=10−5.
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B. Global optimization

We used two very different global optimization algo-
rithms: simulated annealing �SA� �44,45� and Tabu search in
descriptors space �TSDS� �46�. Generally speaking, SA is
time consuming. But it has no built-in bias, and with a slow
enough cooling schedule it has a high probability of finding
the GM �47�. The TSDS method, on the other hand, is very
efficient because it uses descriptors to achieve a kind of di-
mensionality reduction and samples the PES in a discrete
manner �46�. However, the choice of descriptors and sam-
pling method in TSDS can introduce some biases and one
runs the risk of missing the GM: this happened, for instance,
for the 38-atom cluster of the Lennard-Jones potential �46�.
By using both methods, and sometimes doing multiple runs,
we feel that we have a very good chance of finding the GM
and many of the low-lying isomers. We collected structures

produced during the various SA and TSDS runs, performed
local optimizations on them, and ended up with many dis-
tinct extrema of the PES. The lowest-energy structure found
in each case will be referred to as the GM. We are also
interested in low-lying isomers, mainly those within 1 eV or
so of the GM.

We now introduce the types of structures involved, how
we found them, and the way we label them. The icosahedron
is a logical candidate for any 13-atom cluster: we label it
“s1.” In most cases we did multiple runs of SA and TSDS.
Each run produces one GM candidate which we denote with
a name starting with “s.” Aside from that, we collected vari-
ous proposed 13-atom cluster structures from the literature
�1–4�. We label these with names starting with “t.” The suffix
“m” means the structure was modified somehow: t1m and
t8m are modified versions of t1 and t8. We did local optimi-
zation on all of the s-type and t-type structures for every
element. For instance, if a SA run on W13 produced a GM
candidate “sn,” then this sn structure was used as a starting
point for a local optimization of W13 and was used also, after
appropriate scaling of nuclear coordinates, for Ta13, Re13,
Os13, Ir13, and Pt13. The same goes for the t series of struc-
tures, so the s and t series are shared by all six M13 species.
In addition, each M13 has structures that are unique to it and
which we label simply by a number: they are low-energy
isomers found by automated search of distinct structures
among the large sample set generated during global optimi-
zation for that M13 cluster species. For each structure local
optimization was done with different spin multiplicities to
find the ground state. Local minima were then ranked by
energy: the lowest one was accepted as the GM of M13 only
if it had been generated by global optimization of this M13
species. Otherwise, we performed further global optimiza-
tions for this M13 species. The vibrational frequencies were
calculated in all cases to make sure they are minima.

(b)(a) (c)

(d) (e)

FIG. 1. �a�–�e� Isomers of Ta13 that are within 0.6 eV of the
GM, in order of increasing energy �see Table I�.

(b)(a) (c) (d)

(f)(e) (g)

FIG. 2. �a�–�g� Isomers of W13 that are within 0.6 eV of the GM, in order of increasing energy �see Table II�.
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III. RESULTS

The six GM structures that we found �48� have a lower
VASP-PBE energy than other published structures. They are
the first structures in Figs. 1–6 and the first entries in Tables
I–VI: s3-B of Ta13, s13-A of W13, s9-E of Re13, s5-D of Os13,
s10-D of Ir13, and s12-B of Pt13. We also found 62 isomers
within 1.15 eV of the GM. The REs and a few other proper-
ties are reported in Tables I–VI for those 68 structures, and
their Cartesian coordinates can be found elsewhere �49�. We
have shown only a subset of 36 structures in Figs. 1–6, those
within 0.6 eV of the GM; however, we used the full set of 68
structures for analysis �Sec. III B�. The principle of surface-
energy minimization suggests the icosahedron as the GM for
all six 13-atom 5d TM clusters. In fact, the icosahedron is
favored in none of these clusters and it has a high energy
relative to the GM in all cases: +0.56 eV for Ta13, +1.60 eV
for W13, +3.89 eV for Re13, +6.22 eV for Os13, +6.49 eV
for Ir13, and +3.31 eV for Pt13. Based on these energy dif-
ferences, we feel very confident that the icosahedron is not
the GM for any of these M13 metal clusters and is not rel-
evant for thermally averaged properties, with the possible
exception of Ta13. In order to check the effect of exchange
correlation, we repeated local optimizations in the local-
density approximation �LDA� �50–53� for s and t series. We
found no significant changes in the RE of the icosahedron
and GM in going from PBE to LDA. We also calculated the
zero-point energy �ZPE� correction and the Gibbs free en-
ergy at 298 K with the usual approximations �54� for all 68
isomers. These results are in Tables I–VI. The ZPE and esti-
mated contributions from entropy make only very small
changes to the RE and the same GM persists.

A. Properties of global minima

One can never be sure that the GM of a cluster has been
found. More accurate energy calculations could change RE

of isomers by possibly a few tenths of an eV. Therefore, it is
important to look not only at the GM but also at low-lying
isomers, and it is useful to identify similarities and differ-
ences between structures within an M13 species, or in cross
comparison, e.g., comparing low-energy structures of Ta13 to
low-energy structures of W13. There is obviously a wide va-
riety of structural isomers �see Figs. 1–6 and supplementary
material �49��. Many of them have a complicated low-
symmetry geometry. It is difficult to grasp similarities or
differences by simply looking at pictures of isomers. In order
to characterize structures in some detail, we analyzed the
distribution of angles �ijk formed by nearest neighbors i and
k of some atom j. We consider atoms i and j to be near-
est neighbors when dij �1.2 min�dik �k=1, . . . ,N and k� i�.
The discrete set of those angles was then replaced with a sum
of narrow Gaussians to produce a continuous distribution.
Peaks at 90°, 108°, and 120° are normally due to rectangles,
pentagons, and hexagons. Generally, these peaks could be
indicative of hybridized atomic states �e.g., sp3=109.5° and
sp2=120°�. The width and relative height of peaks are very
helpful for classifying structures. For example, sharp peaks
signal crystal-like structures while broad distributions are
typical of amorphous structures; polytetrahedral �or icosahe-
dral� structures have many 60° angles, whereas prismatic or
cubic structure obviously have many 90° angles.

The angle distributions for the six GMs are shown in Fig.
7�a�. The most interesting observation is the trend in the 90°
angle peak. The distribution for Ir13 is essentially a single
sharp peak at 90°, and indeed Ir13 has a crystal-like structure
built from rectangles �see Fig. 5�a��. Likewise, the Os13 angle
distribution has a prominent peak near 90°, but it also has
some angles close to 60° �see Fig. 4�a��. In going from Os13
to Re13, the density around 90° falls and density near 60° and
120° rises. As we go further left in the periodic table, to W13
and Ta13, the density near 90° keeps decreasing to essentially
zero, and simultaneously the distribution spreads out. So, in
going from Re13 to Ta13 the number of right angles in the

(b)(a)

FIG. 3. �a� and �b� Isomers of Re13 that are within 0.6 eV of the
GM, in order of increasing energy �see Table III�.

(b)(a) (c) (d) (e)

FIG. 4. �a�–�e� Isomers of Os13 that are within 0.6 eV of the GM, in order of increasing energy �see Table IV�.

(b)(a) (c)

FIG. 5. �a�–�c� Isomers of Ir13 that are within 0.6 eV of the GM,
in order of increasing energy �see Table V�.
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GM decreases and the structure becomes more amorphous.
This can also be seen from Figs. 1�a�, 2�a�, and 3�a�. If we go
to the right of Ir in the periodic table, to Pt13, we see some-
thing similar but more dramatic. The peak around 90° nearly
vanishes, the density in the distribution moves to 60°, and it
spreads out a lot �see also Fig. 6�a��. Interestingly, we see
essentially the same trends across the 5d series if we average
the angle distributions of all the low-lying isomers of a given
element. This is shown in Fig. 7�b�. In other words, iridium
has a general tendency to adopt 13-atom structures with
many 90° angles, tungsten has a general tendency to adopt
amorphous 13-atom structures, etc. There must be an expla-
nation for this rooted in the properties of those elements. We
will now address this point.

The d orbitals play an important role in bonding of TMs.
These orbitals are directional and perpendicular to each
other. It seems logical that d-d bonding in TM clusters would
favor 90° angles in low-energy structures. The density of
states �DOS� decomposed into s, p, and d contributions
shows that d bonding is prominent in all six cases. Yet, d
bonding does not produce 90° angles in Ta13. We looked at a
few electronic properties and found that two of them could
explain the observed trend.

The first one is localization. More localized d orbitals
imply stronger directional bonds which ideally should be
perpendicular to each other. To verify this, we did natural
bond orbital �NBO� analysis �55� for all GMs. The degree of
localization is measured by the percentage of valence orbitals

that are of “Lewis valence” type. These values, listed in
Table VII from Ta to Pt, show increasing localization as one
would expect from the increasing effective nuclear charge.
The GM of Ta13 has the least localized orbitals �see Table
VII� and has a compact amorphous structure. The degree of
localization is very similar among W13, Re13, and Os13, and
is much higher than for Ta13. But W13 and Re13 have very

(b)(a) (c) (d) (f)(e) (g) (h) (j)(i)

(m)(l)(k) (n)

FIG. 6. �a�–�n� Isomers of Pt13 that are within 0.6 eV of the GM, in order of increasing energy �see Table VI�.

TABLE I. Isomers of Ta13, their relative energy �RE�, multiplic-
ity, zero-point energy, and relative Gibbs free energy �RG�. The
lowest calculated VASP energy �for s3-B� is −124.45 eV. The suf-
fixes -A, -B, -C, -D, and -E indicate CA group membership �see
Sec. III B 2� and structures are depicted in Fig. 1.

Index
RE

�eV� 2S+1
ZPE
�eV�

RG
�eV�

s3-B 0.00 2 0.29 0.00

8-B 0.18 2 0.28 0.15

t5-A 0.24 2 0.28 0.15

t0-A 0.46 2 0.26 0.25

s1-C 0.58 4 0.25 0.43

14-C 0.79 2 0.28 0.76

TABLE II. Isomers of W13. The meaning of symbols is like in
Table I and geometric structures are depicted in Fig. 2. The lowest
calculated VASP energy �for s13-A� is −131.18 eV.

Index
RE

�eV� 2S+1
ZPE
�eV�

RG
�eV�

s13-A 0.00 1 0.32 0.00

33-A 0.26 1 0.31 0.23

30-C 0.32 3 0.31 0.29

6-C 0.49 1 0.31 0.49

t2-A 0.51 1 0.31 0.50

27-B 0.56 3 0.31 0.51

t0-A 0.59 1 0.31 0.54

4-B 0.66 1 0.31 0.61

t1m-B 0.70 1 0.31 0.64

3-C 0.70 1 0.31 0.68

14-E 0.71 3 0.31 0.64

16-A 0.72 3 0.31 0.70

7-B 0.76 1 0.30 0.70

18-A 0.77 1 0.32 0.76

29-A 0.77 1 0.31 0.72

s8-E 0.78 1 0.30 0.72

5-A 0.80 1 0.31 0.77

10-A 0.87 3 0.30 0.79

t1-A 0.93 3 0.30 0.81

26-B 0.94 1 0.30 0.87

20-A 0.96 1 0.30 0.88

8-A 0.98 3 0.31 0.93

s3-B 1.01 3 0.30 0.93

s4-B 1.07 3 0.30 0.97

12-B 1.15 1 0.30 1.08
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few right angles while Os13 has many. We need something
else to explain this difference.

The second factor is the electronic structure of the atoms
Ta–Pt, which are, after all, the building blocks for the clus-
ters. The orbital energies of the ground-state atoms calcu-
lated with PBE are shown in Table VIII. The W and Re
atoms have a similar pattern of orbital energies: a half-filled
d shell with occupied d spin-up orbitals and empty d spin-
down orbitals. The spin-up d orbitals all have the same en-
ergy. So the d shell produces a spherical electron density and
a set of five equivalent d-type spin orbitals. This essentially
removes the directional attribute of d orbitals. There is a big
energy gap between spin-up and spin-down orbitals, making
it energetically costly to promote electrons from one spin
manifold to the other, break the symmetry, and “prepare” W
or Re atom for directional bonding. That is why we do not
find many right angles in W13 and Re13. The Os atom has
very different orbital energies. Its electronic configuration is
d5 for spin up and d1 for spin down, and there are many
low-lying nonspherical electronic configurations. This allows
preferential bond formation along certain directions. Of
course, a proper treatment of any atom must give a spherical
electron density. But the point is that the gap between occu-
pied and virtual d spin orbitals is small, so the Os atom d
shell can be polarized easily. In the language of orbital
theory, the energy cost for exciting electrons from occupied
to virtual orbitals is small in Os, but large in W and Re. It
implies that an Os atom with an asymmetric distribution of
neighbors can easily be promoted to an electronic configura-
tion that satisfies directional bonding requirements. This ex-
plains why Os13 has many more right angles than W13 and
Re13.

The Ir atom d shell is similar to that of Os—small gap
between occupied and unoccupied d orbitals and different
energies within each spin d manifold. But the Ir atom has
one more spin-down d electron, so it is further away from the
symmetric d shell of W and Re. Also, bonds are more local-
ized in Ir13 than in Os13 �Table VII�. These two things ex-
plain why Ir has a stronger tendency to form rectangles than
Os. The GM of Pt13 has the highest degree of orbital local-
ization, yet it has few 90° angles �just one square�. Again, the
reason for this can be found in the electronic configuration of
the Pt atom, 5d96s1. The d orbitals are very close in energy,
and there is s-d hybridization which gives the Pt atom a
nearly closed �and symmetric� d-shell character.

The trend in atomization energy �AE� of GMs, shown in
Table VII, is consistent with this analysis. The Ta13 cluster

TABLE V. Isomers of Ir13. The meaning of symbols is like in
Table I and geometric structures are depicted in Fig. 5. The lowest
calculated VASP energy �for s10-D� is −86.57 eV.

Index
RE

�eV� 2S+1
ZPE
�eV�

RG
�eV�

s10-D 0.00 4 0.33 0.00

t10-D 0.25 4 0.33 0.26

t0-D 0.27 4 0.32 0.27

t2-D 0.92 8 0.31 0.83

s5-D 1.01 2 0.32 1.00

s6-D 1.03 2 0.31 1.00

TABLE VI. Isomers of Pt13. The meaning of symbols is like in
Table I and geometric structures are depicted in Fig. 6. The lowest
calculated VASP energy �for s12-B� is −57.31 eV.

Index
RE

�eV� 2S+1
ZPE
�eV�

RG
�eV�

s12-B 0.00 3 0.24 0.00

t6-B 0.19 3 0.24 0.12

s6-C 0.23 3 0.25 0.24

s8-C 0.23 3 0.24 0.21

s7-C 0.25 3 0.25 0.23

29-C 0.33 1 0.24 0.33

t1-B 0.40 5 0.24 0.34

9-C 0.42 1 0.24 0.40

25-C 0.45 3 0.24 0.44

s2-C 0.49 5 0.24 0.42

22-C 0.51 7 0.23 0.42

6-A 0.52 1 0.24 0.53

21-A 0.53 1 0.23 0.51

17-B 0.54 5 0.24 0.49

s4-D 0.76 1 0.25 0.77

11-A 0.79 3 0.23 0.74

5-C 0.86 1 0.24 0.86

15-C 0.94 3 0.23 0.89

2-A 0.95 3 0.23 0.91

4-C 1.00 5 0.22 0.89

TABLE III. Isomers of Re13. The meaning of symbols is like in
Table I. and geometric structures are depicted in Fig. 3. The lowest
calculated VASP energy �for s9-E� is −126.36 eV.

Index
RE

�eV� 2S+1
ZPE
�eV�

RG
�eV�

s9-E 0.00 6 0.32 0.00

s11-E 0.43 4 0.32 0.40

s4-B 0.85 4 0.31 0.81

15-A 0.97 2 0.32 0.98

TABLE IV. Isomers of Os13. The meaning of symbols is like in
Table I and geometric structures are depicted in Fig. 4. The lowest
calculated VASP energy �for s5-D� is −109.75 eV.

Index
RE

�eV� 2S+1
ZPE
�eV�

RG
�eV�

s5-D 0.00 5 0.34 0.00

5-D 0.40 5 0.33 0.40

s10-D 0.44 5 0.34 0.43

s7-C 0.56 1 0.33 0.60

s4-C 0.57 5 0.33 0.53

24-D 0.81 3 0.33 0.80

29-D 0.82 3 0.33 0.82
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has the most delocalized bonding and smallest effective
nuclear charge: this increases overlap between d orbitals
which helps achieve a high AE, and it also disfavors direc-
tional bonding, which produces a compact but amorphous
structure. The 13-atom clusters of W and Re have relatively
small 13-atom cohesive energies despite a high bulk cohe-
sive energy. We think this is due to the half-filled and sym-
metric closed-shell character of their atomic d orbitals. This
atomic electronic configuration is not favorable when most
atoms have an anisotropic distribution of nearest neighbors
as is the case in small clusters. The relatively low AE of Pt13
is due to its nearly closed d shell. Other factors, for example
s-d hybridization, may play a role in determining trends in
structure and AE of 13-atom 5d TM clusters. However, the s,
p, and d projected DOSs of the six GMs �they are not shown
here but can be found in the supplementary material �49�� do
not show any simple features that would relate to the favored
geometric structures. We believe that orbital localization and
the ground-state electronic structure of the atoms give the
simplest explanations for these trends. We calculated the ver-
tical ionization energy �VIE� and vertical electron affinity
�VEA� �see Table VII�. The VIE and VEA both increase from
left to right as we expect based on the increasing effective
nuclear charge.

B. Low-energy isomers

The GM only gives information about the lowest point on
the PES. For a better understanding, we need to look at other
important points of the clusters’ PES. We searched the
sample sets generated by the global optimization calculations
for each cluster to find low-energy �RE�1 eV� isomers. For
W13 and Ir13, we included a few isomers whose REs are
slightly higher than 1 eV. Note that all these isomers are
locally optimized and their vibrational frequencies confirm
that they are minima. Only isomers with RE�0.6 eV are
shown in Figs. 1–6, but the following analysis is based on
the set of isomers having RE�1.15 eV �49�.

1. Energy of isomers

There are 68 isomers in total, including the GM, for the
six 13-atom clusters. It is interesting that for W13 and Pt13 we
discovered a very large number of isomers, 25 and 20, re-
spectively. For the other elements we found no more than ten
isomers. It is unlikely that we missed many low-lying iso-
mers for Ta, Re, Os, and Ir, but not W and Pt: we did SA and
TSDS searches in all six cases. As for the trend in 90° angles
discussed earlier, the electronic structure of the atoms is a
key to understand why there are more isomers of W13 and
Pt13. Both W and Pt are almost spherical, W with half-filled
d shell and Pt with nearly filled d shell, and show little evi-
dence of directional bonding. This means that angle defor-
mations that transform an isomer into another isomer should
produce relatively small energy changes resulting in numer-
ous low-lying isomers. The Os and Ir atoms, on the contrary,
have a strong preference for 90° angles. So most angle de-
formations that transform one isomer into another will be
accompanied by energy changes higher than 1 eV, i.e., fewer
low-lying isomers. The case of Re is more subtle. Unlike W,
the Re atom has an occupied spin-down s atomic orbital that
is not far below the unoccupied spin-down d orbitals. The
excitation energy required to break the d-shell symmetry is
roughly 1.5 eV in the Re atom �s-d excitation� compared to
roughly 3.2 eV in the W atom �d-d excitation�. This accounts
for the fact that the number of 90° angles in Re13 is interme-
diate between W13 and Os13. This would also explain why
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FIG. 7. �a� and �b� Angle distributions for the 13-atom 5d transition-metal clusters.

TABLE VII. Calculated properties of the global minima. Verti-
cal electron affinity �VEA�, vertical ionization energy �VIE�, atomi-
zation energy per atom �AE�, and the ratio of electron populations
��Lewis valence�/�Valence��, which is a measure of electron
localization.

VEA
�eV�

VIE
�eV�

AE
�eV/atom�

Lewis valence

Valence

Ta13 1.65 4.83 5.97 0.68

W13 1.79 4.94 5.43 0.77

Re13 2.41 5.59 5.12 0.78

Os13 2.73 6.00 5.52 0.78

Ir13 2.92 6.37 5.17 0.83

Pt13 3.05 6.64 3.85 0.90
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Re13 has fewer low-lying isomers than W13, but it is unclear
why Re13 has so few isomers �fewer than Os13�. Tantalum is
also an intermediate case: electrons are highly delocalized in
Ta13, but the Ta atom electronic configuration is nonspherical
as for Os and Ir. This apparently manifests itself in Ta13
having few low-energy isomers with structures that are nei-
ther cubic �like Os or Ir� nor amorphous �like W or Pt�.

2. Classifying the isomers

There are many isomers, and it is not fruitful to analyze
the structure of each one. Instead, we seek to get overall
information by applying statistical methods to the set of 68
structures in Fig. 1–6. Our approach is to first classify the
isomers by cluster analysis �CA� �56�. Then, we calculate
averages for properties of interest for each group that was
identified by the CA. By comparing groups of isomers, we
get a better sense for what is similar or different between
elements. This, in effect, is a comparison of some essential
aspects of the clusters PES. In order to perform CA for iso-
mers, we start by representing them with several descriptors.
The first four descriptors we choose are part of the set used
in the TSDS optimization itself: the mean coordination d1,
the root-mean-square �RMS� deviation of atomic coordina-
tions d2, the asphericity d5 which ranges between 0 and 1,
and the shape d6 which ranges between −0.5 and 1. Descrip-
tors d5 and d6 are calculated from moments of inertia �46�.
A negative value of d6 means the shape is oblate while a
positive value means that it is prolate. Two descriptors re-
lated to the angle distribution also appear to be important:
the probabilities of an angle in a cluster to be close to 60°
�P�60°�� and 90° �P�90°��. By “close” we mean that an
angle is within 1° of that value. These two descriptors em-
phasize the local aspects of structure.

For the CA we chose standard procedures from the SAS
suite of routines. First, the six-dimensional data set with 68
members is transformed to a new set of six variables by the
procedure ACECLUS �see Chap. 16 of SAS guide �57�� that
make the within-cluster covariance matrix spherical. Then
we classify the transformed data by procedure CLUSTER
�see Chap. 23 of SAS guide �57��. After many tests, we
chose the two-stage density linkage �57� method. The set of
68 isomers was classified into five groups: A, B, C, D, and E.
The relevant results are summarized in Tables IX and X. In
Figs. 1–6 and Tables I–VI, the suffix in the label of each
isomer shows its group membership. One way to visualize
the structural groups is to name them according to the fol-
lowing attributes: amorphous �small value of P�90°�
+ P�60°��, quasicrystalline �large P�90°�+ P�60°��, prismatic
�large P�90°�− P�60°��, spherical �small d5+ �d6��, prolate
�large d5+d6�, and oblate �large d5−d6�. Thus, we call
group A the amorphous prolate group, B the amorphous
spherical group, C quasicrystalline spherical, E quasicrystal-
line oblate, and D the prismatic group.

Group A is composed mostly of isomers of the spherical
atoms, W13 �63%� and Pt13 �21%�. Isomers of group B have

TABLE VIII. Energy, type, and occupancy �occu.� of spin orbit-
als calculated by PBE for the ground state of the atoms Ta–Pt. �a�
s-d hybrid having 16% s character and �b� s-d hybrid having 59% s
character.

Ta W

E �eV� Spin Occu. E �eV� Spin Occu.

−5.6 s↑ 1/1 −5.6 s↑ 1/1

−4.6 s↓ 1/1 −4.0 d↑ 5/5

−4.4 d↑ 1/1 −2.4 s↓ 0/1

−4.0 d↑ 2/2 −1.3 p↑ 0/3

−3.8 d↑ 0/2 −0.7 d↓ 0/5

−2.9 d↓ 0/2 −0.3 s↑ 0/1

−2.3 d↓ 0/1

−1.9 d↓ 0/2

−1.4 p↑ 0/2

−1.0 p↓ 0/1

−0.7 p↓ 0/1

Re Os

E �eV� Spin Occu E �eV� Spin Occu.

−6.4 s↑ 1/1 −7.2 d↑ 3/3

−6.3 d↑ 5/5 −7.0 d↑ 1/1

−4.7 s↓ 1/1 −6.5 s↑ 1/1

−3.4 d↓ 0/5 −6.3 d↑ 1/1

−1.4 p↑ 0/3 −5.1 s↓ 1/1

−0.7 p↓ 0/3 −4.9 d↓ 1/1

−0.1 s↑ 0/1 −4.7 d↓ 0/1

−0.0 s↓ 0/1 −4.5 d↓ 0/2

−3.9 d↓ 0/1

Ir Pt

E �eV� Spin Occu. E �eV� Spin Occu.

−7.8 d↑ 2/2 −7.3 d↑ 1/1

−7.5 d↑ 1/1 −6.5 d↑ 1/1

−7.0 d↑ 1/1 −6.3 sd↑�a� 1/1

−6.8 d↑ 1/1 −6.2 d↑ 2/2

−6.4 s↑ 1/1 −6.0 d↓ 1/1

−6.0 d↓ 1/1 −5.9 sd↑�b� 1/1

−5.8 d↓ 1/1 −5.5 d↓ 2/2

−5.3 s↓ 1/1 −5.3 d↓ 1/2

−5.3 d↓ 0/1 −5.0 s↓ 0/1

−5.2 d↓ 0/2

TABLE IX. Average values of descriptors and relative energies
for each group of structural isomers.

Group d1 d2 d5 d6 P�60�� P�90�� RE �eV�

A 5.31 1.34 0.19 0.36 0.07 0.02 0.66

B 5.26 1.60 0.08 −0.03 0.06 0.02 0.60

C 4.86 1.20 0.04 −0.01 0.11 0.05 0.54

D 3.80 0.89 0.14 0.17 0.04 0.31 0.56

E 5.39 1.58 0.13 −0.18 0.10 0.04 0.48
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nearly the same element-by-element breakdown as group A.
Group C consists mostly of Pt and W clusters, like groups A
and B, but it is Pt rich instead of W rich: W13 �17%� and Pt13
�61%�. Of course we did not use the atomic number as a
variable in the analysis, so the different W and Pt contents
between groups A and C reflect true differences in the struc-
tures that these two elements tend to adopt. Examining Table
X, we can also see that Re13 is more like W13 than like Pt13.
The smaller d1 �coordination number� of group C isomers is
related to the higher average P�60°� and P�90°�. In the defi-
nitions of these probabilities we set a strict tolerance ��1°�
for counting in an angle. So the very small P�60°� and
P�90°� in groups A and B show that geometries are distorted
away from equilateral triangles and perfect rectangles. This
correlates with more compact structures and higher coordi-
nation numbers. Groups A–C are composed mainly of W13
and Pt13 isomers partly because of the much larger number of
isomers for these two elements: all six of Ta13 belong to
group A, B, or C �two Ta13 isomers each�, so in a sense Ta is
also an important contributor to those groups. But the ele-
ment composition of groups A–C also reflect a similarity in
electronic structure of the W and Pt atoms �and to a lesser
extent, Re and Ta atoms�. Group D is formed almost purely

by Ir13 �42%� and Os13 �50%� isomers. Group E is the small-
est group with only four members, two W13 �14-E and s8-E�
and two Re13 �s9-E and s11-E� isomers. The similarity in the
electronic structures of the W and Re atoms may explain
why a group made of only W13 and Re13 isomers is created
by the CA. However the number of isomers in this group is
too small to draw a firm conclusion. In summary, the ten-
dency for isomers of different elements to fall in a common
structural group, e.g., W-Pt, Os-Ir, and W-Re, shows that
there are similarities between the PES of these clusters
rooted in the electronic structures of their constituent atoms.
The last column of Table IX shows that there is no correla-
tion between groups and RE.

There is a lot of freedom in how one can choose descrip-
tors or carry out a CA, and our choices are maybe not the
best. But with these choices we could find groups of isomers
that display consistent trends. Generally, we believe that
some sort of classification or statistical analysis is necessary
for understanding structure in cases, like here, where many
cluster isomers have comparable energies. As another ex-
ample of how CA can be used to find periodic trends, we
took the first entries in Table X of each element to form
vectors, such as �2,2,2,0,0� for Ta, as a way to summarize the

TABLE X. Composition of isomer groups by element. Each cell contains four data which can be ex-
plained with an example, e.g., �Ta, group A�. There are 2 Ta13 isomers in group A, which amounts to 3% of
all isomers, 11% of all group A isomers, and 33% of all Ta13 isomers. The “total” column and row are a sum
of the “frequency” and “percent” in that row and column, respectively.

Frequency
Percent
Row pct.
Col. pct.
Group

Element

Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Total

A 2 12 1 0 0 4 19

0.03 0.18 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.28

0.11 0.63 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.21

0.33 0.48 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.20

B 2 8 1 0.00 0.00 4 15

0.03 0.12 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.22

0.13 0.53 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.27

0.33 0.32 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.20

C 2 3 0 2 0.00 11 18

0.03 0.04 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.16 0.26

0.11 0.17 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.61

0.33 0.12 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.55

D 0 0 0 5 6 1 12

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.09 0.01 0.18

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.50 0.08

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.71 1.00 0.05

E 0 2 2 0 0 0 4

0.00 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06

0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.08 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 6 25 4 7 6 20 68

0.09 0.37 0.06 0.10 0.09 0.29 1.00
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M13 cluster structure characteristics of each element. We

took scalar products �a� ·b� / �ab�� of these vectors to express
structural similarity between different elements. By that mea-
sure, the most similar pairs of elements, with their scalar
products in parentheses, are Os-Ir �0.93�, Ta-W �0.89�, Ta-Pt
�0.88�, W-Re �0.66�, and W-Pt �0.61�. The least similar pairs
have a zero scalar product: Re-Os, Ta-Ir, W-Ir, and Re-Ir.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have found GMs for six 13-atom 5d TM clusters,
Ta13-Pt13, by global optimization with two different algo-
rithms and an energy calculated from first principles �DFT-
PBE�. None of these GM is an icosahedron. We advocate
using the distribution of angles for analyzing the structure of
cluster isomers. We found a trend in the number of 90°
angles as we go across the Ta-Pt series, with maximum right
angles for Os and Ir. We explained this on the basis of two
things: orbital localization and electronic structure of the
constituent atoms. To get more general information about the

PES of these 13-atom clusters, we looked at the set of 68
low-energy �within 1 eV of GM roughly� structural isomers
of the six cluster species as a whole. Surprisingly, the num-
ber of isomers we discovered varies a lot according to ele-
ment: Ta �6 isomers�, W �25�, Re �4�, Os �7�, Ir �6�, and Pt
�20�. Atomic orbital energies and configurations explain
these differences: atoms with a spherical or nearly spherical
ground-state electronic configuration �W and Pt� have many
low-energy isomers and atoms with nonspherical ground-
state electronic configurations have fewer isomers. We used a
cluster analysis algorithm to analyze the set of 68 cluster
structures and found that they fall into five groups. Elements
with similar atomic electronic structure tend to produce simi-
lar cluster isomers.
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